WHY FRAME?


Proper framing of your artwork is extremely important.
- Using conservation-quality materials, framed works will have the best chance for long-life.
- Custom framing allows the work to be framed to perfection to help accent the specific piece.



As the owner of a work of art, you are the custodian of a piece of history.
- Caring for your art properly becomes important not only for your prosperity and enjoyment,
but for future generations as well.
- Creating an image for the specific piece of artwork allows it to hold a sense of belonging to
future owners.



A good custom framer will use materials that preserve the art so that it will have value in the
future.
- Custom framing keeps the work intact while ensuring its best look.
- Archival-quality materials are standard and museum-quality materials are available to further
protect the artwork.



Artwork can easily be damaged, so framing is important to truly conserve a masterpiece.
- Things like cigarette smoke, dust, dirt, fumes, light, heat, and humidity can all damage a work
of art.
- Framing can prevent insects from destroying the artwork.
- Putting delicate work in a frame protects it from tears, scratches, stains, and fingerprints.



A frame embellishes artwork, transforming it into a masterpiece.
- Customizing the fit with wood or metal frames of varying widths and finishes enhances the
piece - making it a focal point.
- The surrounding mat and frame can be a choice of any color to enhance details within the
piece.



It is an assured way of protecting and leaving an invaluable legacy for generations to come.
- Families past and present may be awed by the historical meanings and legacies brought to life
through custom framing.
- A work of art kept within a family can be passed down as an heirloom for generations.

Let the Noyes Museum’s Custom Framing at Hammonton enhance & preserve your special piece!

